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Welcome to Nocturne Falls, the town that celebrates Halloween 365 days a year. The tourists think
it's all a show: the vampires, the werewolves, the witches, the occasional gargoyle flying through the
sky. But the supernaturals populating the town know better. Living in Nocturne Falls means being
yourself. Fangs, fur, and all. Getting arrested wasnâ€™t on werewolf Ivy Kincaidâ€™s agenda when
she arrived in Nocturne Falls, but her life rarely goes according to plan. The upside of spending the
night in the local lock-up is finding a hotel room is no longer a worry...but the downside is the man
sheâ€™s come to marry will get his first impression of her behind bars. Not exactly the way Ivy was
hoping to meet her pack's sworn enemy...aka her fiancÃ©. Sheriff (and werewolf) Hank Merrow is
the alpha's heir. Everything he's ever done, from becoming an Army Ranger to serving in law
enforcement, has been in preparation for the day heâ€™ll take over. Getting married to cement a
shaky truce is no different. Hank will do his duty, even if it means shackling himself to a woman he
has no intention of liking, let alone loving. But Ivy is nothing like Hank expected. As feisty as she is
beautiful, she's as determined as he is to make a go of marriage for the sake of peace between their
packs. The trouble is, Ivy has secrets that could destroy everything Hank holds dear...including his
newfound love for her.
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We're back in Nocturne Falls again, this time focused on our favorite law man, Hank Merrow. To
settle a pack debt, Hank has three days to get used to the fact that he'll be marrying Ivy Kincaid, the
daughter of a rival pack. As a fan of shifter novels, I'm well aware of pack law (though it varies from
author to author), and am all kinds of ok with seeing a character marry someone for the good of the
pack as opposed to marrying for love. The idea sucks, ya, but more often than not, love eventually
happens.I like that Hank has grown up assuming one day he'd have to marry a woman to gain a
truce between rival packs. He's a good guy, and is willing to take one for the team. Ivy, however,
really wants to be able to live her life as she wants and with her son by her side. Her dad, alpha of
the Kincaid pack, is an all-around horrible guy.. especially to her and her son Charlie. She really
doesn't want to be married off, but then again there probably aren't that many people around that
could treat her worse than her dad did.Ivy and Hank more or less hit it off, which is pretty lucky, all
things considered. I was hoping that with the married-in-three-days issue, their relationship would go
pretty slow. I mean, it does at first, but then they talk about love. I'm just one of those people that
can't believe love can happen that fast, even if people do seem to totally hit it off. I'd really have
liked to have seen a friendly wedding, then fast-forwarded a few times to further on in their
relationship where they're thinking they could definitely love each other, and eventually show the
happily married (and in love) couple maybe a year or so down the line. BUT that's just a bit of a pet
peeve for me, not a real problem with the book.

Welcome back to Nocturne Falls, where everyday is Halloween.I definitely would not mind living in
this town thanks to Kristen Painter, especially after reading the second book in the Nocturne Falls
series, The Werewolf Meets His Match.I was intrigued by not only the storyline, but the characters
that were in the story. It was not only the main characters that stood out to me, but the secondary
characters that helped the main characters along.Kristen did an amazing job from beginning to end
with this book. She had two wolf shifter characters being forced to marry each other, so there could
be a truce with each others packs. Unfortunately, they've never met and they're going to meet each
other unexpectedly. (I loved how these two met.) =) Drama is going to be brewing though, before
there can be a wedding with these two. Some pack members are not liking the idea of the true and

some family drama may end up causing more havoc than good.Ivy Kincaid is the main female
character and she's very strong-willed and determined. She's also a fighter. She's dealt with a lot in
her pack and I was happy that she was going to finally get her HEA. (She definitely is one of my
favorite female characters so far in this series.)Hank Merrow is the main male character and he's
the Sheriff of Nocturne Falls. He's strong-willed and determined just like Ivy is, but he's also caring,
protective, and sexy. Yupâ€¦sexy. He's never really been romantic, but he's definitely learning.
(Ohâ€¦he's definitely learning.)The story definitely flowed well and with the help of some secondary
characters, this book will be hard to put down. I seriously adored Birdie, even when she was being
the annoying Aunt at times.
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